


Welcome to our HIGH
PERFORMANCE PROGRAM!

The meaning of the high performance relates to

the methods used in our practices sessions. High

performance program is not created only for our

juniors or professional players with professional

ranking aspirations, it is developed for everyone

with passion for the game who would like to enjoy

the simplicity that the game can offer with the

proper mentorship by the highly experienced and

certified tennis professionals

We bring the methods that are based on the years

of scientific researches in sports science, years of

experience working with top ranked juniors and

WTA professionals and years of the tennis specific

analysis of the strokes of the elite tennis

professionals



Our
METHODS

The methods which we use to

improve player’s level of the game

are not solely based on the

technical-tactical aspect of the

game. My philosophy is based on the  

efficient and safe stroke production 

 through applying the efficient

tennis specific movement patterns



Our
METHODOLOGY

Our methodology is unique in a

sense that it provides the practice

with lots of dynamics, awareness,

variability, technical-tactical

excellence and physical

conditioning. Players are taught to

be independent, responsible, self

determinant, challenged in their on

court and off court environment



Our
MISSION
Tennis is a game of awareness, decision

making abilities and anticipation. It

demands concentration, confidence and

responsibility. We are not only coaching

our juniors to be better tennis players but

by applying tennis principles our mission

is to guide our students in consistently

reaching for their own personal growth



ELEMENTARY
TENNIS 

Built to consistently motivate our beginners

to be challenged with variations of exercises

that demand fast decision making abilities. 

The program is developed to guide the

youngest juniors through understanding the

game of tennis and creating solid

foundations for the future success.

Introducing the elements of challenging

tasks in the fun environment is the best way

to keep our juniors motivated to get better

day by day



JUNIOR
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM
Created for juniors that have highest

tennis goals and aspirations to be future

champions. 

Coaching methods for this program are

about building quick and fast decision 

making abilities and strong connections

between the tactical ideas and technical

execution of the strokes



HIGH
PERFORMANCE

PROGRAM
Created for juniors that have deeper

knowledge and understanding of technical –

tactical elements of the game. 

Our coaching methodology is based on the

most effective and newest teaching methods

used in the world best tennis academies,

offering the prefect environment for our

players to reach the excellence in their game



TENNIS SPECIFIC
CONDITIONING

PROGRAM

Created by the NSCA and ITPA

professionals, the goal is to support

physically our juniors in  performing at

their best with the minimum chance of

being injured. 

Program is developed to teach  our

juniors the efficiency of movement in

lateral and forward direction which is a

foundation for the balanced stroke

production.

Our goal is to enhance the players

performance by making them prepared

for the toughest physical and mental

challenges during the tennis match

game



YC&AC HIGH PERFORMANCE 

SCHEDULE* 
IN CASE OF RAIN, THERE IS

INDOOR TENNIS FITNESS

and CONDITIONING

TRAINING



YC&AC HIGH PERFORMANCE 
PROGRAM   PRICES 



YC&AC HIGH PERFORMANCE 

TRY OUTS and
INITIATION FEES

CONTACT US TO BOOK A FREE TRY OUT1.

2. PROGRAM INITIATION FEE ¥20,000
(TENNIS SPECIFIC TECHNICAL and

PHYSICAL TESTS)



OUR
SUCCESS

We are consistent in guiding our

juniors to strive towards

challenging themselves into

reaching their personal

excellence    

We believe in stricly positive

approach, encouraging mistakes

and errors as the only way for

personal growth 

Our formula of success: 

 knowledge + experience  *

enthusiasm! 

POSITIVITY
&ENTHUSISM



YC&AC
FACILITY

11-1 Yaguchidai, Naka-

ku,Yokohama 231-0831

Access 

By TRAIN: NEGISHI line 

10 min from Yokohama station

40-53 min from Tokyo station

5 min walking distance from Yamate Station 



CONTACT 

milosd@iammilosiamtennis.com

MORE INFORMATION 
www.iammilosiamtennis.com

Thank You!

Welcome to
Our Family


